E AND R AMENDMENTS TO LB 104

Introduced by Wishart, 27, Chairman Enrollment and Review

1. In the Standing Committee amendments, AM1464:
   a. On page 2, line 25, after the semicolon insert "and"; and
   b. On page 6, line 6, strike "interest" and insert "interests".

2. On page 1, strike lines 2 through 6 and insert: "25-2728 and
   30-1601, Reissue Revised Statutes of Nebraska, and section 71-4843,
   Revised Statutes Cumulative Supplement, 2016; to adopt the Health Care
   Surrogacy Act; to provide penalties; to provide for appeals; to change
   provisions relating to anatomical gifts; to harmonize provisions; and to
   repeal the original sections.".